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Express 
Checkout 

Wink unveils a cutting-edge express payment experience 
featuring a seamless Paze℠ integration, granting access to 
150 million pre-loaded credit/debit cards from several 
major banks.  
 
Wink’s Express Checkout aims to streamline guest 
transactions, for better conversions and reduced manual 
data entry. The service is fortified with Visa and Mastercard 
tokenization, enhancing acceptance rates, supporting 
fraud reduction efforts, and minimizing cart abandonment. 

TURBOCHARGE YOUR  
CHECKOUT EXPERIENCE 

Learn more at www.wink.cloud 

Payment 
Complete 

Sarah Hammill 

Visa  
#6789 

Shipping Address: 
343 Larkin Street  
San Francisco,  
CA 94044 

Phone Number 
415-555-1234 
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FLEXIBLE  
INTEGRATION 

STREAMLINE 
PAYMENTS 

BETTER 
CONVERSIONS 



 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

  
Payment orchestration 

for 200+ Gateways 
Access to 

Advanced Tools 

Merchants may qualify for a 10bps 
incentive on annual online card 

purchases, subject to criteria set by 
Wink's partner banks and payment 

networks, potentially shifting 
chargeback liabilities. 
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Supported Platforms * 

* Additional platforms available upon request 

Network Tokenization 
Incentive 

Digital Wallet Partner 
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With Wink’s Paze℠ integration, when users 
enter a registered email linked to a 
participating financial institution, user data 
auto-populates upon successful 
authentication. There's no need for 
adjustments with your existing acquiring 
banks or payment processing partners.  
 
Use this service as an 'Express Guest 
Checkout', or integrate seamlessly with your 
logged in checkout experience, extracting 
credible shopper details directly from bank 
records. Plus, it enables 'Add Cards to 
Account' features, safeguarding your 
systems from actual card numbers. 

Paze and the Paze related marks are wholly owned by Early Warning 
Services, LLC and are used herein under license.  

Wink offers optional advanced tools 
designed to combat fraud effectively 

and reduce compliance expenses. 
These tools can be tailored to align 

seamlessly with your unique 
requirements and operational needs. 

Wink provides robust failover security 
across a network of 200+ payment 
gateways, ensuring uninterrupted 
transactions and fostering an easy 

and reliable payment experience for 
users across channels. 

EXPRESS CHECKOUT 
EXPERIENCE WITH PAZE℠ 


